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FOREWORD

This executive summary presents the motivation, structure, objectives, methodologies
and results of the first stage of the international DECOVALEX project - DECOVALEX
I (1992-1995). The major portion of the material comes from the reports of the three
phases of the project and many progress reports submitted by the research teams over
the three year period. The majority of the scientific issues and lessons learned have
been discussed in length at a number of project workshops and will remain to be the
subject of future research in rock mechanics and coupled T-H-M processes for nuclear
waste disposal. The project will continue for three more years (1995 - 1998), as
DECOVALEX II.

Standing at the transition point between the DECOVALEX I and DECOVALEX II, the
editors, together with the Steering Committee of DECOVALEX I, feel both encouraged
about the progresses we have made and anxious about what still lay ahead. The
DECOVALEX project has been recognized by a much larger international community
as one of the very successful co-operative research projects for deepening our
understanding of coupled T-H-M processes for radioactive waste isolations. The key
factor for our success is the genuine co-operative spirit of the hard working researchers
and national nuclear waste management agencies from all participating countries.

The editors would like to express their sincere gratitude to all funding organizations,
funding parties, participating parties, observers and research teams for their outstanding
co-operation in, and contributions to, the DECOVALEX I Project.

This executive summary has been reviewed and approved by all Funding
Organizations.

Stockholm, April 30, 1996

F. Kautsky
The Executive Secretary of the DECOVALEX Project
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1 INTRODUCTION

The DECOVALEX (acronym for DEvelopment of COupled models and their
VALidation against Experiments in nuclear waste isolation) project is an international
effort to develop mathematical models, numerical methods and computer codes for
coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical (T-H-M) processes in fractured rocks and buffer
materials for geological isolation of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive wastes, and
validate them against laboratory or field experiments [ 1 ] . The project was jointly
sponsored by nine Funding Organizations from Canada, Finland, France, Japan,
Sweden, UK, and the USA. The project which consisted of three phases, began in 1992
and ended in 1995.

1.1 Coupled T-H-M Processes for Radioactive Waste Repositories in Rocks

The rock mass response to storage of radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel is a
coupled phenomenon involving thermal (T), hydrological (H), mechanical (M) and
chemical (C) processes [2]. The term "Coupled Processes" implies that one process
affects the initiation and progress of another and vice versa (see Fig. 1.1). Therefore,
the rock mass response to waste storage cannot be predicted with confidence by
considering each process independently. Traditional disciplines in geoscience and
geoengineering (for example, structural geology, geohydrology, mining and civil
engineering, geophysics, etc.) have to be integrated interactively together with applied
mathematics and physics to gain a proper understanding of coupled T-H-M behaviour
of rock masses in which radioactive waste repositories are built. Mathematical models
and computational methods are specially important to performance and safety
assessment of radioactive waste repositories in rocks since the processes involved are
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Fig. 1.1 Coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes in a fractured rock



very complex, of long duration, and of large scale. The chemical processes (e.g. nuclide
migration and sorption, etc.) were not included in the DECOVALEX project.

1.2 The Objectives of the DECOVALEX Project

Though the importance of coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical (T-H-M) processes has
been recognized for some years, the current capability of modelling such processes is
still very limited, partially because of lack of applicable and realistic test cases
(experimental studies) to establish conceptual models and to validate mathematical
models and computer codes. The performance and safety assessment of repositories
need robust and reliable computer codes capable of modelling fully coupled T-H-M
processes in geologic systems. It is to this end that the DECOVALEX project was
established. The overall goal of the DECOVALEX project is to increase our
understanding of the various aspects of coupled T-H-M processes of importance in the
release and transport of radionuclides from a repository to the biosphere and how these
processes can be described by mathematical models. The objectives of the
DECOVALEX project can be summarized as:

• to support the development of computer codes for T-H-M modelling
• to investigate and to apply suitable algorithms for T-H-M modelling
• to investigate the capabilities of different computer codes to describe recent

laboratory experiments and to perform code verification
• to compare theory and model calculations with results from field experiments
• to design new experiments of coupled T-H-M processes for further code

development

1.3 Scope of the Executive Summary

This executive summary summarizes the activities, major findings and main
conclusions of the DECOVALEX project and focuses on the problem definitions,
major achievements and lessons learned. The summary is based on the three project
reports [3, 4, 5] for Phases I, II and III, individual DECOVALEX research reports and
journal papers, and the discussions on Workshops and Steering Committee meetings.

After this brief introduction, the structure of the project (members and administration)
is presented briefly in Chapter 2. The approaches adopted in the project for problems
studied, physical processes involved, mathematical methods and computer codes are
summarized in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 and 5 present the problems studied in
DECOVALEX project (the three Bench-Mark-Test problems and six Test Case
problems) and the major findings, followed by summary of the achievements and
lessons learned (Chapter 6) and the main conclusions (Chapter 7), respectively.



2 PROJECT STRUCTURE

Members of the DECOVALEX project consisted of nine Funding Organizations who
paid a yearly amount of 180,000 SEK to support the project (Fig. 2.1). They also
provided funding to their own research teams working on the BMT and TC problems
defined in the project, which were of interest to them (Table 2.1). The representatives
from these nine Funding Organizations formed a Steering Committee to direct the
project activities, chaired by a Chairman and in his absence, by a Vice Chairman. The
budget of the project was administrated by Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)
as the Managing Organization. The project Secretariat was located at the Division of
Engineering Geology, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden, who
assist the Steering Committee in all administrative and technical matters. Besides the
Funding Organizations, the Commission of European Communities (CEC) participated
in the project as a Funding Party by providing research funds to a number of research
teams within the EC countries, but not paying the yearly fee to the project. The Atomic
Energy Control Board (AECB) of Canada participated in the project as a participating
party, working on the problems defined in the project on their own initiatives. The
China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) of China and St. Petersburg Mining
Institute (SPMI) of Russia were received by the project as observers at one of the
project workshops by special approval of the Steering Committee.

Table 2.1 Research Teams in DECOVALEX, Project Phase I, II and III
Name

Applied Geoscience Branch, Whiteshell Laboratories, AECL, Canada
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, Department de Mecanique et de
Technologie, France
INERIS/Laboratoire de Mecanique des Terrains Pare de Saurupt, France
Ecole Nationale Superieure des Mines de Paris, France
AEA Technology, UK
1) Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
2) Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, Japan
3) Hazama Corporation, Japan
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Norway
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analysis, Southwest Research
Institute, USA
Technical Research Center of Finland, Communities and Infrastructure
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, USA
Division of Engineering Geology, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
Division of Hydraulics, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
Clay Technology AB, Lund, Sweden
Lund University of Technology, Lund, Sweden
Atomic Energy Control Board, Canada
ITASCA Geomekanik AB, Sweden

Acronym
AECL
CEA/DMT

INERIS
ENSMP
AEA
KPH

NGI
CNWRA

VTT
LBL
KTH(g)
KTH(h)
CLAY
LTH
AECB
ITASCA



The acronyms of organizations, parties and research teams will be used, instead of their
full names, in the rest of this summary.

Steering Committee
Managing Organization

Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI), Sweden

Project Secretariat

Division of Engineering Geology
Royal Institute of Technolohy, Sweden

Funding
Organizations

Funding Party

Research Team(s):

1 Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL, Canada) JAECL

Agence National Pour la Gestion des Dechets
Radioactifs (ANDRA, France)

Commission of Atomic Energy / Institute of Nuclear
Protection and Safety (CEA/IPSN, France)

CEA/DMT
INERIS

ENSMP |

NIREX UK Ltd. (NIREX.UK)
NGI
AEA

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC,USA) CNWRA

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC, Japan)

KPH

Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Company (SKB, Sweden)

ITASCA
CLAY
LTH
KTH

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI, Sweden)

Finnish Center for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK, Finland)!

LBL
KTH

VTT

Commission of the European Community (CEC)
AEA
CEA/DMT
ENSMP
INERIS

Participating Party I Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB, Canada) IAECB

Fig. 2.1 Members and Organization of the DECOVALEX project, Phase I, II and III.



3 APPROACHES

3.1 General Approach

The activities of the DECOVALEX project was organized around the numerical
simulations of a number of problems, called Bench-Mark Tests (BMT) and Test Cases
(TC), by international research teams using different mathematical models and
computer codes. The BMTs are hypothetical problems defined specifically to represent
all or part of coupled T-H-M processes of a repository in fractured rocks as either a near
or far field problem. The TCs are past or ongoing laboratory or field experiments. Both
were defined as initial-boundary value problems with proper thermal, hydraulic and
mechanical initial-boundary conditions. The aim is to compare, validate and improve
the predicting capacities of the mathematical models and computer codes. The number
of the BMT and TC problems were limited so that each was studied by several research
teams in parallel and at successive stages or phases. Therefore, lessons learned from
early phases can be used to improve later analyses. The results were presented and
compared at workshops held regularly and the differences and similarities were
discussed in detail. In this way, the models and results of each research team underwent
detailed peer review by all other teams, leading to significant in-depth exchange of
information and scientific knowledge from different disciplines represented in the
international teams. Out of these studies and discussions, new experiments with more
reasonable designs were proposed to provide more rational

tests of the models, and to advance the state-of-the-art of both the understanding and
mathematical models of coupled processes in fractured rocks and buffer materials.
Analytical and semi-analytical solutions to the coupled problems were also developed
whenever possible in the project to assist model verifications and code validations. The
physical processes studied in the BMTs and TCs are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Physical phenomena studied in DECOVALEX
Components

Physico-mechanical
processes

Geometrical factors
and properties

Phenomena
Thermal expansion
Thermal diffusion and convection
Matrix diffusion
Fluid flow in discontinuities and matrix
Deformation of discontinuities and matrix
Failure of rock mass
Discontinuity network
Discontinuity properties (aperture, roughness, filling,

conductivity, storativity)
Rock matrix porosity and permeability
Variability and representability



An important feature of the DECOVALEX project is the integration of different
disciplines of geoscience and geoengineering (including applied physics and
mathematics, hydrogeology, rock and soil mechanics, civil and mining engineering,
etc.) and the national radioactive waste management agencies. The scientists from
different disciplines worked together in both their respective national research teams
and at the regular project workshops to define, analyze, and understand the scientific
basis and practical applicability of all BMTs and TCs, from scientific, engineering and
management points of view. The process was therefore very educational and mutually
beneficial to all participants.

3.2 Numerical Methods and Computer Codes

The parallel application of different numerical methods on coupled T-H-M processes
was another important feature of the DECOVALEX project. Those applied in the
project included the Finite Element Method (FEM), the Finite Difference Method
(FDM), the Distinct Element Method (DEM) and Discrete Fracture Network Method
(DFN). The FEM and FDM are based on continuum assumptions about the simulated
media and DEM treats the rock mass as an assemblage of deformable blocks. The DFN,
on the other hand, considers the connected fracture spaces only (Fig. 3.1). The
computational models developed from these different numerical methods for the BMTs
and TCs were very different and led to alternative results. The uncertainties and
differences in results and interpretations led to active discussions on concepts, model
formulations and algorithms, which are at the frontier of the current research. Figure 3.2
lists the computer codes and their characteristics applied to simulating BMTs and TCs
of he DECOVALEX project.

a)
'fracture voids

c)

Fig. 3.1 Geometrical representations of a fractured medium by a) continuum approach
(FEM and FDM, b) discontinuum approach (DEM), and c) discrete fracture
network approach (DFN)



Table 3.2 Computer codes used in DECOVALEX and their characteristics
Code
MOTIF

THAMES

ADINA-T
& JRTEMP
ROCMAS

CHEF
HYDREF
VIPLEF
TRIO-EF &
CASTEM-
2000
NAPSAC
FRACON

ABAQUS

FLAC (2D)

UDEC

3DEC

User
AECL

KPH

VTT

LBL
KTH

ENSMP

CEA/DMT

AEA
AECB

CNWRA
CLAY
ITASCA

CNWRA,
NGI
INERIS
ITASCA
VTT
INERIS

Major Characteristics
FEM solution of transport problems in porous/fractured
media for 3-D problems of transient and steady-state
groundwater flow, heat transfer and quasi-static T-H-M
processes
FEM solution of coupled T-H-M processes for
porous/fractured media with crack tensor approach
2-D FEM solutions of heat transfer (ADINA-T) and
deformation analysis (JRTEMP) without fluid flow
FEM solution of coupled T-H-M problems with special joint
elements and a simple differentiation of a non-incremental
formulation
FEM solution of coupled T-H-M 2-D problems for porous
or/and fractured media with special joint elements

FEM solution of coupled T-H-M 2-D & 3-D problems for
continuous or fractured porous media

Discrete fracture network solution for ground water flow
FEM solution with joint elements for coupled H-M processes
of continua
FEM solution of coupled T-H-M problems for continua

Finite difference solution of coupled T-H-M problems of
continua
DEM solution of 2-D, quasi-static, problems of coupled T-H-
M processes for discrete, deformable block assemblages

3-D distinct element solution for coupled T-M problems of
discontinua



4 BENCH-MARK-TEST PROBLEMS

There were three Bench-Mark Test (BMT) problems defined and studied in the
DECOVALEX project: BMT1, BMT2 and BMT3. These three BMTs were defined as
generic studies without support of experimental data, but with coverage of most
important aspects of coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes in fractured rocks
[3, 4, 6 - 10]. The computational domain of the BMTs ranges from a very small scale
(0.75 x 0.5 m in BMT2), to an intermediate scale (50 m x 50 m in BMT3), and to a
very larger scale (3000 m x 1000 m in BMT1). The physical processes covered in
these BMTs include:

• transient and steady-state thermal and fluid transport in rock matrix and fractures;
• stress/deformation of rock matrix and fractures;
• thermal convection in rocks by fluid flow;
• thermal expansion and stresses in rocks;
• changes in mechanical equilibrium and stress/deformation due to fluid pressure;
• change of porosity/permeability of rock matrix, and change of aperture and

conductivity of rock fractures due to stress/deformation.

Conversion of mechanical work to thermal energy, and fluid phase change were not
considered. The BMTs were defined as 2-D problems with properly defined initial and
boundary conditions for thermal, hydraulic and mechanical loads.

4.1 BMT1- A Far-Field Model

This two-dimensional BMT is designed to simulate the T-H-M processes in a large
volume of jointed rock mass with a repository located at a depth of about 500 meters.
The objective is to examine the thermal, hydraulic and mechanical effects of the
repository on its far-field environment. The model measures 3000 m xlOOO m and
contains two orthogonal sets of parallel discontinuities, see Fig. 4.1. Three different
spacing (100m, 50m, and 25m, respectively) of the discontinuity sets are specified as
different cases. The mechanical, hydraulic and thermal boundary conditions for the
model are given as:

a) Mechanical conditions: Free top surface, zero normal displacement at bottom
surface, and varying stresses (with gravity) along two vertical boundaries. The
initial mechanical condition for the model is the in-situ stresses due to gravity.

b) Hydraulic conditions: Zero flux along two vertical side boundaries and the bottom
boundary. A variable hydraulic head, H, at the top surface, given by

H=H+hcos
7V(X-XO)

(4.1)

where Ho - 100 m, x0 = 1250 m, h = 25 m and L = 3000 m.
c) Thermal conditions: Zero thermal flux on two vertical side boundaries, a constant

temperature (T° = 283" K) at the top surface and natural geothermal flux for the



constant temperature
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variable hydraulic head
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geothermal heat flux, no flow

i- 3000 m •

Fig. 4.1 Thermal, hydraulic and mechanical boundary conditions of the far-field
model, BMT1.

bottom boundary. The initial temperature distribution was obtained as a result of
solving the thermal problem under specified thermal boundary conditions. The heat
flux from the repository was given by

F s
h = (4.2)

where F o = 0.5 W/w3, p = 0.02 I/year and t is time. The thermal loading time is 500
years.

The research teams and their codes applied for this BMT is listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Research teams and codes applied to study BMT1
Research Team (sponsor)
CEA/DMT (ANDRA, CEC)
ENSMP (IPSN, CEC)

INERIS (ANDRA, CEC)
KPH (PNC)

Code
CASTEM 2000
VIPLEF, CHEF,
HYDREF
UDEC
THAMES

Method
FEM
FEM with joint
elements
DEM
FEM

The major findings from this BMT study can be summarized as:

• Temperature results obtained by the difference teams agree well with each other
and the resolution of results is mesh-dependent;



Thermal convection (considered only by KPH model) does not have significant
effect on temperature results;
Negligible effect of different spacing of discontinuity sets on temperature;
Calculated hydraulic head, velocity and flow rate results at selected comparison
points differ significantly among different teams;
Different spacing of discontinuity sets have insignificant effect on hydraulic head
and fluid velocity,
Mechanical results (stresses and displacements) at selected comparison points
agree reasonably well among different models;
Different spacing of discontinuity sets have significant impact on DEM results of
stresses and displacements, but not on FEM results.
Difference in mechanical results between FEM and DEM models is significant, and
maybe due to intrinsic differences in model formulation.

4.2 BMT2 - A Near-Field Model of Multiple Fractures

The two-dimensional model for this BMT measures 0.75 m x 0.50 m and consists of
nine blocks separated by two vertical and two horizontal discontinuities (Fig. 4.2).

The initial conditions of the model include a constant temperature (T = 15° C),

constant initial normal stresses (<TX = (J = —4MPa), a constant pressure

(P° = \0KPa), and a constant initial aperture of the discontinuities (e = 300 fjm).
The initial normal and shear displacements and the normal displacements along all
boundaries are set to zero. Zero flux (both thermal and hydraulic) is imposed on the
top and bottom boundaries. A hydraulic pressure of P = 10 KPa is imposed on the left
vertical boundary and P = 11 KPa for the right vertical boundary to stimulate flow.

"A" '
iff \1/

{Fh= F* = 0

° - 2 m

0.05 m

0.4 m

v
0.05 m

0.3 m

^Fracture

= F f =
0.3 n

/ / 7 / /

0.15 m

Fig. 4.2 Thermal, hydraulic and mechanical boundary conditions of the Multiple

fracture model, BMT2, DECOVALEX, Phase I. P, = 10 KPa, P2 = 11 KPa,

F,h = 60W / m 2 (heat source).
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For thermal boundary conditions, zero thermal flux is imposed on the top and bottom
boundaries of the model. A constant temperature ( T = 15"C) is imposed on the right
vertical boundary. For the left vertical boundary, a heat source with flux Q = 60
W//w3 is prescribed for portion 0.05 m < y < 0.25 m. The rest of the left vertical
boundary has a zero thermal flux boundary condition. The forced heat convection
along the fractures was an option for modelling. The thermal loading time is 07

seconds. See Table 4.2 for the research teams and codes applied for this study .

Table 4.2 Research teams and codes applied to study BMT2
Research Team
AECL (AECL)
CNWRA (NRC)
INERIS (ANDRA, CEC)
LBL (SKI)
VTT (STUK)

Code
MOTIF
UDEC
UDEC
ROCMAS
ADINA-T,
JRTEMP

Method
FEM with heat convection
DEM without heat convection
DEM without heat convection
FEM with and without convection
FEM without fluid flow and heat
convection

The major findings from this study include:

• BMT2 is a suitable near-field T-H-M model of fractured rocks for generic studies;
• Although the general trend of temperature field produced by different teams is

consistent, significant differences can be detected among the teams, dependent on
whether the effect of heat convection by fluid flow is considered;

• Thermal expansion is the major cause for rock deformation since no excavation is
considered;

• Heat convection has also major impact on the model deformation, including
fracture closure;

• Consistent results of stresses and displacements (including fracture aperture
changes) between continuum and discrete approaches were found, probably due to
fixed boundaries and a low heat power output of the heater;

• Closure is the major mode of deformation of rock fractures under heating, and
inclusion or exclusion of heat convection in calculations may cause significant
difference in the results of fracture closure;

• Hydraulic results (including both head and velocity) predicted by different models
are also consistent in general, and heat convection affects the fluid velocity to some
extent.

4.3 BMT3 - A Near-Field Model with a Realistic Fracture Network

BMT3 is a near field repository problem set up as a two-dimensional plane-strain
problem in which a tunnel with a deposition hole is located in a fractured rock mass.
The model is 50 x 50 m in dimension and 500 meters below the ground level (Fig.
4.3). The fracture network is a two-dimensional realization of a realistic three-
dimensional fracture network model of a rock mass from the Stripa Mine, Sweden,
with 6580 fractures (Fig. 4.4). The problem is set up as a fully coupled Thermo-

11



Hydro-Mechanical problem of the near-field of a repository. The thermal effect is
caused by the radioactive waste in the deposition hole (the heater). The heat output
decays exponentially with time. The rock matrix is assumed to be isotropic and
linearly elastic, and its mechanical properties do not change with temperature
variations. The thermal conductivity and expansion of the rock matrix are also
assumed to be isotropic. The fractures are assumed to consist of parallel, smooth
planar surfaces at the macroscopic level with an effective hydraulic aperture. The
initial and boundary conditions for the mechanical, thermal and hydraulic effects are
shown in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows the reference fracture network. The heating is
maintained for 100 years. See Table 4.3 for the research teams and codes for this
study and Fig. 4.5 for the representations and simplifications used in the models.

Table 4.3 Research teams and codes applied to study BMT3
Research team (sponsor)
AEA (NIREX)
CEA/DMT (ANDRA, CEC)
CNWRA (NRC)
INERIS (ANDRA, CEC)
ITASCA (SKB)
KPH (PNC)
NGI (NIREX)
VTT (STUK)

Code
NAPSAC
CASTEM 2000
UDEC
UDEC
FLAC
THAMES
UDEC
UDEC

Method
DFN - fracture flow only
FEM - homogenization scale 25 m
DEM with simplified fracture network
DEM with simplified fracture network
FDM without homogenization
FEM - homogenization scale 10 m
DEM with simplified fracture network
DEM with simplified fracture network

The major findings from this BMT study include:

• This BMT is a well defined near-field problem with a realistic fracture network
which may be most possibly encountered in practice and with complete aspects of
coupled T-H-M processes. This BMT was regarded as a excellent model both for
testing capabilities of mathematical models and computer codes, and for exploring
a number of important scientific issues to be addressed in future research;

• Agreement in temperature results from all research teams is remarkable;
• Heat convection has negligible effects on the temperature results;
• Displacement results agree reasonably well among the research teams and between

discrete and continuum approaches. Large discrepancies occur only when
monitoring points are located on loose blocks with large movement, close to the
boundary of the tunnel;

• Stress results agree less well than the displacement results, especially at points
closer to the heat source and tunnel boundary, but a consistent general trend in the
stress results can be observed;

• The flow rate results are very divergent both between the discrete and continuum
approaches, and among models using the same approach;

• Two homogenization scales were obtained using the same Crack Tensor theory, by
two teams, with the validity of REV and its relationship to the size of finite
element unresolved;

• Satisfying all physical laws when simplifying fracture network by discrete
approach was not thoroughly considered.

12



T = T0

P = -475g |-
Oz = -475pg/

To = 27° C

iHTnic* ^JPJ=LO
'(after excavation)

I I
Heater

\ F t = Qoe-Pt

, F h = 0 |

. = 0

Fj- Thermal flux

Fh - Hydraulic flux

T - Temperature
P - Hydraulic pressure
t - Time
Z - Z- coordinate
CTX, CTZ - normal stresses

H.QQ.P-Constants
V°, Vo - Initial value of Variable V

Fig. 4.3 Definition of BMT3: model geometry and boundary conditions.

Fig. 4.4 Reference Fracture network for BMT3.
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AEA (NAPSAC code, DFN model)

Complete and explicit representation of 6580 fractures by
DFN method, without heat and rock deformation, but with
analytical model for stress approximation
CEA/DMT (CASTEM 2000 code, FEM model)

Equivalent continuum approach with FEM method (1344
elements, 4216 nodes), homogenization (scale 25 x 25 meters) by
Crack Tensor theory (Oda, 1986)

CNWRA (UDEC code, DEM model)

Vertical symmetry and simplified fracture network with 295
fractures, 337 blocks, 1540 finite difference elements, and 10853
nodes. A small inner region with random fractures and lager
outer region with regular artificial fractures
ITASCA (FLAC code, FDM model)

Equivalent continuum approach with FDM (735 finite ifference
elements and 792 nodes)without formal homogenization. Vertical
symmetry and inhomogeneous permeability

INERIS (UDEC code, DEM model)

Simplified fracture network with inner region of random
fractures and outer regions of regular artificial fractures (564
fractures, 677 blocks, 24391 finite difference elements, and
16791 nodes)
KPH (THAMES code, FEM model)

Equivalent continuum approach with FEM method (674
elements, 2127 nodes). Homogenization (scale 10x10 meters)
by Crack Tensor theory (Oda, 1986). Heat convection considered
NGI (UDEC code, DEM model)

Two models of vertical symmetry (one left half and one right
half) with simplified fracture network without heating, about 512
fractures, 510 blocks, and 1580 finite difference elements

VTT (UDEC code, DEM model)

Vertical symmetry (left half) with simplified fracture network,
814 fractures, 496 blocks, 1308 finite difference elements, and
2222 nodes.

D
31

1
~ : m

am

— Jj

B
1
I

1

Fig. 4.5 Different model representations and simplifications for BMT3.
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5 TEST CASE PROBLEMS

5.1 TCI - A Coupled Shear-Flow Experiment of A Single Rock Joint

This test case is based on experimental data from a study of the mechanical
deformation and hydraulic conductivity of rock joints [3, 6, 12]. A large diameter core
of rock containing a single joint was tested under controlled boundary stresses with
multiple loading-unloading cycles while fluid is conducted through the joint, Fig. 5.1.
The joint deformations (closure, dilatancy and shear displacements), flow rates and
stresses (normal and tangential) were recorded simultaneously during the test. The
proposed coupled stress-flow model, TCI, includes a sample of rock containing a
single joint, grouted in epoxy to form a rectangular shape and tested under horizontal
and vertical boundary stresses (supplied by flat jacks). The model measures 260 mm x
260 mm with its bottom and right lateral boundaries fixed. Water is injected at one end
of the joint. The input data for material properties were derived from a recent case
study from the Stripa mine. The options of linear and non-linear joint deformability
were given and different loading conditions were specified. The purpose of this test
case is to compare performances of different modelling methods and constitutive laws,
including coupled fluid-rock responses, built in different computer codes applied to
study this problem. See Table 5.1 for the research teams and codes for this problem.
The test set up and the specification of the computational model are illustrated in Fig.
5.1a and 5.1 b, respectively. The steel plate for loading with hydraulic jacks were
considered by most of the research teams.

I l l I M 1 1 1 1

10 mm

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.1 Test set up (a), model configuration and boundary conditions of TCI (b). I
Water injection point; E - Water outlet point.
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Table 5.1 Research teams and their computer codes for study of TC1.
Research team (sponsor)
CNWRA (NRC)
ITASCA (SKB)
LBL (SKI)
NGI (NIREX)

Code
UDEC
UDEC
ROCMAS
UDEC

Method
DEM model including the steel plate for loading
DEM model including the steel plate for loading
FEM model without the steel plate for loading
DEM model including the steel plate for loading

The major findings from this test case study are as follows:

• TC 1 was a difficult test case for numerical simulation, with the initial problem
definition not completely reflect the experimental conditions and had to be improved
later in TC 1:2.

• The numerical results diverge significantly from the experimental data for normal
stress, normal displacement (dilatancy) and effective hydraulic aperture of the rock
joints.

• Considerable differences exist also among the DEM models using the same
computer code (UDEC), due partially to the differences in mesh sizes, values of
constitutive properties for the joint and the interface between the rock and epoxy
materials used to grout the test sample.

• The difference between the FEM model and the DEM models is significant for the
calculated mechanical aperture of the joint, but becomes less for calculated normal
displacement (dilatancy) and normal stress.

• An improvement to the definition of TCI was recommended with more detailed
geometry and test equipment descriptions, higher joint roughness, detailed loading
procedure descriptions and elimination of linear joint models (only non-linear joint
behaviour should be used.) These recommendations led to a new test case, TCI :2.

5.2 TC1:2 - A Coupled Shear-Flow Experiment of A Single Rock Joint, An
improved continuation of TCI

TCI :2 is an improved shear-flow test of single rock joint to the original TCI [4, 13 ] .
Besides the increased joint roughness, the model geometry is completely redefined to
reflect more closely the test conditions and shape of the core sample (Fig. 5.2). The
research teams studied this revised problem are listed in Table 5.2. All computational
models considered the steel plate as the outer boundary.

Table 5.2 Research teams and their computer codes for study of TCI :2.
Research team (sponsor)
AECL(AECL)
LBL (SKI)
NGI (NIREX)

Code
MOTIF
ROCMAS
UDEC

Method
FEM with modified BB joint model
FEM model with Goodman's joint model
DEM with BB joint model
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(mm)

Fig. 5.2 Test set up and definition of TCI :2. The inner steel plate contacting epoxy
was taken as the outer boundary of the computational model.

The major findings from this study are:

• Better agreements were achieved for the normal stress-normal displacement curves
between the numerical and experimental results, but only for the loading path; the
results for the unloading path still reveals considerable difference.

• The numerical results differ significantly from the experimental results about the
normal stress -hydraulic aperture relationship, with numerical results much smaller
than the test data.

• Numerical results about normal stress versus mechanical aperture differs
considerably among the research teams, possibly due to different constitutive laws
used.

• The numerical results on normal dilatancy and hydraulic aperture during shear
differs significantly from the experimental results. Good agreement is, therefore,
limited only to the compressive loading path without shear.
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5.3 TC2 - Fanay-Augeres In Situ T-M- Experiment

TC2 is a numerical simulation of an in-situ experiment of coupled T-M processes in
fractured granite rocks, carried out at the Fanay-Augeres mine [5, 14]. The objective of
TC2 is to validate, although partially, the numerical models for fractured rocks in three-
dimensions, against results from an in situ T-M experiment. The hydraulic aspect of the
experiment was not considered in TC2 because of the unsaturated conditions at the test
site and very limited fracture permeability measurements.

The experimental site, consisting of a test room, an access gallery, and a side gallery, is
located in a granitic rock mass at a depth of 100 m and can be accessed through a drift
(Fig. 5.3). The rock at the Fanay-Augeres test site is moderately fractured. The test
volume measures 10 m x 10 mx 5 m, was fractured by six major and a large number of
minor fractures, and was heated with five cylindrical heat sources buried 3 m below the
floor (top surface of the test volume), with total power of 1 KW. A total of 153,185
measurements were carried out for temperature with 79 sensors, vertical displacements
using extensometers installed in 3 boreholes, heaving and sagging of the test room floor
with 8 V-shaped photoelectric cells, longitudinal and transversal strains in the test room
floor with 8 electric extensometers, and opening, closing and vertical shear
displacements of fractures 1 and 2, using 4 electric extensometers (Fig. 5.4).

A uniform initial temperature of 13°C was assumed for the rock mass. The initial stress
state was determined by hydraulic fracturing as a v = 0.001 y z (vertical stress),
ah = 0.92 a v (minor horizontal stress, 60° from North), aH = 1.35 a v (major
horizontal stress, 150° from North), where z - 100 m is the depth of the test volume
below the ground surface.

Three research teams studied the TC2: INERIS (supported by ANDRA, France),
ENSMP (supported by IPSN, France) and CLAY (supported by SKB, Sweden). The
ENSMP team used two models, ENSMPC with continuum approach, and ENSMPj
with the discrete approach. Table 5.3 summarizes the models used for simulating TC2.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the model geometry used by the three research teams for
simulating TC2.

The thermal and mechanical boundary conditions adopted by the various teams for the
thermal calculations are presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, respectively, where To u te r

means the outer boundary of the surrounding rock, Tinner the boundary consisting of
the roof, walls, and floor of the excavated test room, and Theater tne boundary of the
heat sources. The thermal conductivity, X, used in the CLAY model varies linearly with
temperature. All the other teams used a constant X at room temperature. The
constitutive model for fractures is a Drucker-Prager type for CLAY model and Mohr-
Coulomb type for the others. The loading steps of the models are: I) applying the in situ
stresses; ii) excavating the test room; and iii) applying heating.
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Fig. 5.3 Spatial diagram of the Fanay-Augeres test site.
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Fig. 5.4. Arrangement of part of borehole extensometers at test site.
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Table 5.3 Summary of TC2 models
Funding
organization
ANDRA

IPSN

SKB

IPSN

Model

INERIS

ENSMPd

CLAY

ENSMPC

Method

DEM

FEM

FEM

FEM

Code

3DEC

VIPLEF

ABAQUS

VIPLEF

Type of
elements
4-noded
tetrahedral
4—noded
tetrahedarl
8 - noded
hexaedral
10-noded
tetrahedral

Number
of nodes
6924

4739

6283

7307

Number of
elements
19461

16771

7180

4794

Figure 5.5 Model geometry.
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Table 5.4 Thermal boundary conditions
Team

Touter

Tinner

Theater

CLAY

Adiabatic
Heat convection
K=10W/m2K
0i = 13°C
0f=9°C
8 nodes (1.2 m2)
No electric
breakdown

ENSMPC

Adiabatic

Linear decrease

ENSMPd

Adiabatic
of temperature

during the test (13°C to 10°C)

5 cylinders
with electric
breakdowns

5 cylinders
with electric
breakdowns

INERIS

Adiabatic

Adiabatic

5x(50
points) with
electric
breakdowns

Table 5.5 Mechanical boundary conditions
Boundary

^outer

Tinner

CLAY

Fixed
displacements
Free

ENSMPC |ENSMPd

Weight of the overburden on
the roof; normal displacement is
fixed on lateral surfaces

Free Free

INERIS

8 corners of the
chamber are fixed

The major findings from this test case are:

• The TC2 is a very useful test case for simulating three-dimensional problems of a
heated and fractured rock mass and identifying the possibilities and limitations of
the three-dimensional computer codes used.

• Both continuum and discontinuum approaches are able to model the coupled
thermo-mechanical behavior of a volume of fractured rocks. The main difficulty is
the adequate representation of the three-dimensional geometry and a reasonable
constitutive law for fractures. The computer codes used all showed drawbacks in
mesh generation process.

• Comparisons of modelling results can only be made in a general sense since the
assumptions, parameters and the geometry of the models, especially the extension of
fractures are quite different among the research teams.

• The calculated temperature fields agree well with the experimental results and can be
further improved if more representative thermal parameters of the fractured rock
mass are used.

• The prediction of floor heaving by the discrete models is closer, qualitatively, to the
measured results than that obtained by the continuum models. However, numerical
models, in general, did not produce reasonable predictions for the floor surface
deformation, as compared with measured data.
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The calculated openings and vertical shear displacements of the fractures by the
discrete models did not agree well with the experimental data, due probably to the
lack of a proper constitutive law for rock fractures.
Further developments are needed to improve the three-dimensional modeling of

fractured rock masses, especially where hydraulic processes are concerned.

5.4 TC3 - A Laboratory Experiment of Engineered Barrier System - Big-Ben
Experiment

The TC3 is a numerical simulation of a large scale laboratory experiment of the
coupled T-H-M behaviour of the engineered barrier system, using the Big-Ben (Big-
Bentonite) Facility at Tokai Works, PNC, Japan [5, 15]. The aim of the TC3 is to test
and compare the capabilities of different numerical models and codes for simulating
one of the disposal pits based on current design. The test facility is composed of an
electric heater, a carbon steel overpack, buffer material and cylindrical man-made rock
with a borehole (Fig. 5.6a). The mixture of 70% bentonite and 30% quartz sand was
packed with a tamper directly in the borehole. The heater was operated at 0.8 kW.
Water was injected from the circumference of the borehole at the pressure of 0.05 MPa.
For the comparison of the results, the temperature, the water content or volumetric
water content, the vertical and horizontal stress were calculated at 9 points in the buffer
material after 1 month and 5 months (Fig. 5.6b).

Control and Data Acquisition
Vii |

Experimental
Room

cast Concrete
i d .
nchor

Overpack
(Carbon Steel
l»30cm) y

Glass Beads

Ground

Wuer Injection Hole
Artificial Cr>ck_

Buffer
(Compacted Bcmoniie/suxl
Mature)

Displacement Meter

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.6 a) Schematic view of BIG-BEN experiment equipment: b) Locations of
monitoring lines.
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The simulations were performed by three research teams in the DECOVALEX project:
i) CLAY (sponsored by SKB, Sweden), ii) CNWRA (sponsored by NRC, USA), and
iii) KPH (sponsored by PNC, Japan). The CLAY and CNWRA teams used the general
purpose finite element code ABAQUS and KPH team used the finite element code
THAMES. A two dimensional axisymmetric model was used by all three teams. The
element types, the numbers of elements and nodes are listed in Table 5.6. The initial
and the boundary conditions are summarized in Tables 5.7 and 5.8, respectively.

Table 5.6 Types and numbers of elements and nodes
Team
Element
type

Number
of
elements
Number
of nodes

CLAY
8-nodes for thermal and hydro-

mechanical calculations;
4-nodes for moisture

calculations.
750 for thermal calculation;
364 for hydro-mechanical and

moisture calculations
6000 for thermal calculations;
2912 for hydro-mechanical

calculations;
1465 for moisture calculations.

CNWRA
8-nodes for
all
calculations

1485

4620

KPH
8-nodes for mechanical

calculations;
4-nodes for thermal and

hydraulic calculations
806

2533

Table 5.7 Initial Conditions
Parameter
Temperature (°C)
Water Content (%)
Void Ratio
Effective Average Stress (MPa)
Pore Water Pressure (MPa)

CLAY
15
16.6
0.7
0.8
-1.231

CNWRA
15
16.5

KPH
15
16.5
0.69
0.02 (radial); 0.05(Vertical)
-14.31

Table 5.8 Boundary conditions (B.C.)

Thermal B.C. with given values of
heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)

Hydraulic B.C. with pressure

Mechanical B. C. with displacement

CLAY
0.1 (upper)
0.5 (right)
0.1 (lower
Hydrostatic
pressure
stiff (fixed)

CNWRA
0.5

0.05 (MPa)

Stiff (fixed)

KPH
1.16

0.05 (MPa)

slider (flexible)
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The major findings from this test case are:

• The calculated temperature gradient is in fairly good agreement with the measured
data, but differences between the calculated and measured temperature values and
among the temperatures calculated by the three teams, were not negligible. This is in
clear contrast with temperature calculations in fractured rocks (e.g. TC2 and BMT3)
in which calculated and measured temperatures usually agree very well.

• The calculated and measured water content distribution agree quite well, except at
the bottom of the test pit, caused probably by the convective water flow by greater
thermal gradient.

• Considerable disagreement was found among the three numerical models for
stresses. This may be caused by different methods, material assumptions, boundary
conditions, and especially the uncertainty about the law for swelling pressure of the
buffer material, density change and the effect of phase change of the water due to
heating. It appears that classical solid elasticity or elasto-plasticity may not be
adequate enough to describe the mechanical behaviour of the buffer material.

5.5 TC4 - A Laboratory Test of Coupled Hydro-Mechanical Behaviour of Rock
Joints

The TC4 is a test case of laboratory investigation on coupled stress-flow behaviour of
rock fractures, using a triaxial loading chamber, carried out in Helsinki University of
Technology, Finland by VTT. The aim of the test case is to provide an experimental
data base for developing and validating more comprehensive and realistic constitutive
models of rock joints for predicting coupled hydro-mechanical behaviours of fractured
rocks. TC4 covers only the first part of the study, i.e. the tests on relationship between
normal stress-hydraulic conductivity in a single rock fracture without shear
displacements. The temperature effect was not considered. The basic idea is to find out
the changes in hydraulic conductivity under variable normal stress across the fracture.

Laboratory tests were conducted using the MTS 815 Rock Mechanics Test System of
the Laboratory of Rock Engineering at Helsinki University of Technology. The testing
system is servo-controlled, and it consists of 2600 KN load frame, triaxial cell,
hydraulic power supply, confining and pore pressure intensifiers, and TestStar digital
controller (Fig. 5.7). Data collection and recording are done using TestWare-SX
application programme. It is possible to perform both uniaxial and triaxial tests with the
system. Temperature control chamber (from - 60 °C up to + 200 °C) can be used in
uniaxial testing. The triaxial cell can be heated up to + 200 °C in triaxial testing. The
samples of fractures were either natural fractures or man-made by splitting rock cores
of 102 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length into two equal parts along the centreline.
Profiles of the fracture surfaces were measured using optical laser-profilometer.
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SAMPLE
(01AM. 102 MM)

NEOPRHENE RUBBER
JACKET

CIRCUMFERENTIAL
EXTEMSOMETER g£

LOAD CELL

SPHERICAL SEAT

" UPPER ENOCAP

- WATER OUTLET

- TESTEO JOINT

- LOWER ENOCAP

WATER INPUT

Fig. 5.7 Sample instrumentation.

A circumferential extensometer, which was used to measure the radial deformations of
the test sample, is composed of three components: the fracture opening/closure due to
varying water pressure, the circumferential deformation of the sample due to the axial
and confining stress, and the deformations of the neoprene jacketing sleeve around the
sample. The axial loading was applied to the samples by the actuator of the testing
system and the confining pressure by pressure intensifier. Both of these were servo-
controlled. Water flow through the examined fracture was produced using servo-
controlled pore pressure intensifier.

During the tests the sample was subjected to 20 MPa axial loading, at a rate of 0.8
MPa/sec, and to 2 -16 MPa of normal stress across the fractures by increasing the
confining pressure at a rate of 0.12 MPa/sec. The water flow was kept steady at
0.05 cm-^/sec. To end the test, water pressure, the confining pressure and the axial
loading were decreased to the zero level at a rate of 0.25 MPa/sec, 0.25 MPa/sec, and
0.8 MPa/sec, respectively. The parameters measured as histories versus time during the
test are listed in Table 5.9.

The Reynolds number of the flow during preliminary test was found to be around 0.26,
ensuring that the flow was laminar. The cubic law for flow through parallel plates was
adopted to interpret the flow results, calculate hydraulic aperture and estimate initial
mechanical aperture. Both Goodman's hyperbolic [16] and Zhao and Brown's [17]
logarithmic models for normal stress - normal closure relationships of rock fractures
were used to fit the data of normal stress - normal closure. The models developed by
Gangi [18], Swan [19] and Gale [20] were used to fit the data for hydraulic aperture and
normal stresses. The test data and predictions by these three models, using material
parameters identified for them from the test data, agreed very well.
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Table 5.9 Measured parameters in water conductivity tests.
Parameter

Time, t (sec)
Axial displacement, ua (mm)
Axial force, F a (KN)
Circumferential displacement, uc (mm)
Confining pressure, Pc (MPa)
Confining volume, Vc (cm^)
Water pressure, P w (MPa)
Water flow rate, V w (craj)

Measuring device
computer clock
actuator LVDT
2500 KN load cell
circumferential in-vessel extensometer
confining pressure transducer
confining intensifier piston LVDT
water pressure transducer
water intensifier piston LVDT

Although this test case was not simulated by any research team during the
DECOVALEX project, it provided a valuable data base for developing and validating
constitutive models for coupled hydro-mechanical behaviour of rock fractures in future.

5.6 TC5 - A Laboratory Experiment of Coupled Hydro-Mechanical Behaviour of
Rock Joints

The TC5 is a laboratory experiment about the coupled fluid flow and stresses of rough
natural rock joints with numerical simulations using ABAQUS code, carried out at the
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA). The experiment was
conducted using the CNWRA's direct shear testing apparatus [21 ] which was modified
to allow linear fluid flow experiments to be conducted within the joint under combined
normal and shear loads [5]. Linear fluid flow experiments were conducted under
normal stresses up to 8.0 MPa, as well as shear displacements up to 2.54 cm under
constant normal stresses of 2.0, 4.0, and 5.0 MPa. Figure 5.9 shows a schematic
diagram of the linear flow apparatus. The fluid was injected at a constant flowrate of
4.0 cubic millimeter per minute over the entire width of the fracture on the left edge of
the top specimen, and collected over the entire width of the fracture from the right edge
of the top specimen. The flowrate was chosen such that laminar flow is maintained
within the fracture for all normal mechanical loading. Absolute and differential
pressure transducers were used to measure the inlet and outlet fluid pressures. A
rectangular rubber gasket is placed around the specimen to prevent water leakage.
Figure 5.10 shows the variation of the hydraulic conductivity of the joint during the
cyclic shear test. The rock joint specimens were prepared from 45.7-cm-diameter core
of a welded tuff of the Apache Leap formation. Statistical analysis on 113 uniaxial
Apache Leap welded tuff samples and 72 triaxial specimens were carried out to
determine mechanical properties of both rock matrix and joints, including parameters
required by the Barton-Bandis-model for rock joints. Surface profile measurements
were taken of the joint surfaces on both the top and bottom specimens prior to and
after completion of the direct shear tests.
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Fig. 5.9 Shear test arrangement for TC5.
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Fig. 5.10 Comparison between experimental and numerical results for the shear
strength of joint during the first shear cycle.

The scanning interval in both the x and y directions was set at 0.64 mm. The scanning
window was the same for the profile measurements both before and after the shear
tests, such that direct comparisons could be made. Attempts were made to try to
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numerically mate the two upper and lower joint surfaces to facilitate calculation of the
approximate initial aperture distribution over the joint area under zero applied normal
stress. Based on this exercise, the mean aperture was determined to be approximately
0.032 in. (0.81 mm).

Joint normal loading was conducted up to a maximum load of 8.0 MPa while
monitoring the joint normal displacement (i.e., joint closure) and fluid pressure changes
across the sample for a fixed flowrate. The shear loading were performed with cyclic
shear cycles, up to four shear cycles with 2.54 cm of the maximum shear displacement.
However, it was only for the fourth cycle that corresponding hydraulic data was
obtained. Numerical simulation was carried out only for the mechanical response of the
joint, using the 3D finite element code ABAQUS with both a Mohr-Coulomb model
and a modified Drucker-Prager/Cap plasticity model which uses a 13 mm thin layer to
simulate the joint.

The major findings from this test case are:

• The TC5 experimental results show that the hydraulic properties of the joint can
change by up to a factor of 3 under shear deformation. However, additional tests and
improvements to the experimental apparatus are necessary in order to make more
quantitative assessments of changes in such properties during shear and production
of gouge.

• The two constitutive models could not simulate the initial closing of rock joints
which occurred during the shear test. They could also not reproduce with a
reasonable closeness to the measured shear stress - shear displacement curve.
However, their prediction of the peak shear strength of the joint agrees well with the
measured one. The maximum amount of dilation obtained by the Drucker-
Prager/Cap model is significantly lower than that measured experimentally for this
first shear cycle. Again, the dilation in this model is controlled by the user defined
hardening-softening law.

• The numerical results obtained using ABAQUS show that, although the joints can
be represented by thin zones having plastic or jointed material behavior, there appear
to be several limitations in both the type of shear stress-shear displacement and
dilation behavior obtained. Future work should look into enhancing explicit
modeling of joints within ABAQUS to better handle the joint behavior under shear.

5.7 TC6 - An In Situ Experiment of Borehole Injection

TC6 [5, 22] is about the modelling of hydraulic field experiments of a single sub-
horizontal fracture which were conducted at the Lulea University of Technology,
Sweden in 1992. The test case addresses the role of hydro-mechanical response to the
interpretation of hydraulic conductivity field tests. The tests were conducted in a
vertical borehole with a diameter of 56 mm and located in hard crystalline rock. A
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natural fracture, that has been tested before by
hydraulic stress measurements, intersects
the borehole at a depth of 356.7 m (Fig. 5.11).
The borehole section containing the fracture
was isolated by pressurized straddle packers
and three types of injection tests were
performed: (1) pressure pulse test; (2) step
pressure test (hydraulic jacking); and
(3) constant pressure injection test with a
pressure exceeding the overburden pressure.
The hydraulic jacking test was carried out
by increasing the pressure stepwise in the
isolated borehole section and monitoring
the rate of water injection into the section.
At each pressure step an apparent stationary
flow is obtained within 3 minutes before the
pressure is increased for the next step. The test
result is presented as pressure versus flow rate.

The pulse test was conducted by first
instantaneously increasing the pressure in the
isolated borehole section and thereafter
closing a valve immediate above it. The
borehole pressure then declines to the pre-
pulse pressure as water flows into the fracture.

Packer

50 - 60 °

0.65 m

Fig. 5.11 Down-hole geometry of the
fractures for the injection test.

The rate of pressure decay depends on the fracture properties, and the volume and
compliance of the sealed-off section. An effective compressibility of the sealed off
volume (6.2 xlO*4 m3) has been determined, in a separate laboratory test, to be Cefr =
2.2 xlO"9 Pa"1. This value takes into account the compliance of water and equipment.

The constant pressure injection test was conducted by increasing the downhole pressure
to 11.2 MPa and then maintaining it constant during the entire experiment.

Laboratory experiments were conducted on samples of a drill core (41 mm in diameter)
from the borehole to determine the density, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and
uniaxial compressive strength of the rock material. A compression test was conducted
on the drill core containing the fracture to obtain a curve that relates the fracture normal
stress to the normal displacement. The in-situ normal stress across the fracture has been
estimated by hydraulic stress measurement to be 10.2 MPa.

The TC6 is a calibration of the numerical models against the measured results of the
pulse, hydraulic jacking and constant head injection tests. The calibration should result
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in an estimation of equivalent Young's modulus for the surrounding rock mass, Initial
hydraulic aperture at initial stress, type and location of the outer boundary of the
fracture, and the effective normal stress as a function of normal displacement for the
fracture.

Five Research Teams listed in Table 5.9 modelled TC6, in which 'Jacking' means the
hydraulic jacking test, 'Pulse' means the pulse test and 'Injection' means the constant
pressure borehole injection test, respectively. KTH and AECB discretized Test Case 6
to an axisymmetric model with the vertical borehole in its centre. The sub-horizontal
fracture is assumed to be penny-shaped and centred at the borehole intersection. AECL
used a three-dimensional square model with the borehole in one of the corners. All the
above models can simulate the interaction between joint opening and deformation of
the intact rock surrounding the fracture. However, the modelling is limited to the
coupled hydromechanical behaviour in one single fracture near the borehole. AEA team
discretized TC6 into a fracture network model. The simulations were carried out using
two separate models, one containing just the single fracture and the other with a
network around the fracture.

Table 5.9 Research Teams and models for modelling of TC6.
Research Team
(Funding Organization)

KTH (SKI)

AECB

AECL (AECL)

AEA (NIREX, CEC)

LTH (SKB)

Computer
code

ROCMAS

FRACON

MOTIF

NAPSAC

Method
used

FEM

FEM

FEM

DFN*

FEM

Simulation Tasks

Pulse

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Jacking

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Injection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(*Note: DFN - Discrete Fracture Network method).

The hydro-mechanical coupling in the NAPSAC code is provided by three different
empirical relations between the effective normal stress and joint's transmissivity
[4, 23]. The NAPSAC model can thus simulate the interaction between the fluid flow in
the single fracture and the rest of the fracture network around the borehole, but cannot
model the interaction of mechanical deformation with the surrounding rock mass. The
NAPSAC code cannot model fluid injection with pressures greater than the in situ
normal stress. LTH used the diffusion equation together with the "cubic law" for flow
through fractures and an empirical relationship between rock porosity and rock
hydraulic conductivity [24]. In the numerical simulation the hydraulic aperture was
increased at each time step in proportion to the increase in fluid pressure. The sub-
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horizontal fracture is discretized into an axisymmetric finite element model. The rock
mass surrounding the fracture was not included in the model.

The major findings from this study can be summarized as:

• The numerical modelling of TC6 shows that for injection pressures below the virgin
stress normal to the fracture plane, the hydromechanical properties of the joint are
dictating the pressure versus flow response. The key parameters are the hydraulic
aperture, joint normal stiffness and effective normal stress. In a calibration of the
models it is therefore recommended to start with the initial hydraulic aperture from
the pulse test and from the lowest pressure steps in the hydraulic jacking test. This
can be conducted without attention to the effects of joint opening. Thereafter, the
hydromechanical coupling may be considered and the joint normal stiffness can be
calibrated from the pressure versus flow response of the hydraulic jacking test.

• The modelling of the TC6 showed a fairly good agreement to the field test data. The
discrepancies between different teams are in most cases due to slightly different
choice of initial hydraulic aperture and joint normal stiffness. However, all the teams
obtained an initial joint stiffness that was lower than the stiffness determined from
laboratory testing of a core sample containing the joint. This indicates that the joint
stiffness is dependent of the sample size.

• TC6 demonstrates that coupled hydromechanical modelling can be a tool for
analysis of hydraulic field testing and can also be used for determination of in-situ
hydromechanical properties of single joints.

Table 5.10 summarizes the scales and processes studied in all three BMT and six TC
problems studied in the DECOVALEX project, Phase I, II and III.
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Table 5.10 Summations of BMTs and TCs studied in DECOVALEX.

Problem

BMT1

BMT2

BMT3

TCI

TC2

TC3

TC4

TC5

TC6

Brief Description

Fractured rock with 2
orthogonal sets of
persistent fractures and a
heat-releasing waste
repository.

Fractured rock with 4
discrete fractures and a
finite-length heat source.

Fractured rock with a
realistic fracture
network of 6580
fractures from Stripa site
data.

Laboratory shear-flow
test on a rock core
sample with a single
joint.

Field experiment in
fractured rock at Fanay-
Augeres, France

Large-scale laboratory
experiment in
engineering buffer
material (Big Ben).

Laboratory triaxial
stress-flow experiment
on rock cores with
fracture.

Laboratory shear-flow
experiment of a rock
block with a single joint.

Field experiment of
injection hydraulic test
on fractures at 81 m
depth and deeper in
fractured rocks.

Scale

3000 x 1000 m

0.75 x 0.5 m

50 x 50 m

8 cm (length)

12 x 1 0 x 5 m

5 (high) x 6
(diameter) m

10 (high) x 8.6
(diameter) cm

20 x 10 cm

15 m (radius of
influence)

Processes

THM

THM

THM

HM

THM

THM

(T)HM

HM

HM

Remarks

2D far field problem

2D near-field
problem

2D near-field
problem

Fundamental law of
HM behavior of an
isolated fracture

3D problem;
unsaturated rock;
mainly TM

3D radial;
unsaturated medium;
bentonite blocks.

Fundamental law of
HM behavior of
rock joint under
triaxial loading.

To study HM in
unsaturated to
saturated media.

Comparative study
of flow results with
constant and with
pulse injection using
packers.
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6 ACHIEVEMENTS AND LESSONS LEARNED

6.1 Scientific Basis of the BMT and TC Problems

In general, the TC and BMT studies in the DECOVALEX project has addressed, to
various degrees, the following important aspects of coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical
processes:

• Constitutive laws for single rock fractures ( TCI, TCI:2, TC3, TC4 and TC5);
• Significance of heat convection due to fluid flow in fracture networks (BMT2);
• Conceptualization of the THM behavior of fractured rocks with realistic

problem size and fracture network geometry for underground nuclear waste
repositories (BMT1 and BMT3):

- Equivalent continuous porous media approaches
- Discrete medium approaches
- Explicit, discrete fracture network approaches

• Validation (verification) of predictive modelling capabilities of computer
algorithms and codes (all TC problems).

All three BMT problems were proved to be suitable generic models which provide a
relatively complete spectrum of the coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes in
fractured rocks. Both far-field (BMT1) and near-field (BMT2 and BMT3) problems of
a repository were considered. The problems were defined to provide challenging tasks
with different levels of difficulty for both continuum and discontinuum approaches, so
that different solution strategies had be applied to overcome the difficulties. These
BMTs served as a sound scientific base for development and verification of
mathematical models, computer algorithms and their numerical implementation with
the background of realistic conditions of radioactive waste repositories.

The six TC problems are laboratory or in-situ experiments representing different
aspects of coupled T-H-M processes in fractured rocks (TC2 and TC6), buffer materials
(TC3) or single rock fractures (TCI, TCI :2, TC4 and TC5). Except for the TC2
experiment, which was completed before the start of the DECOVALEX project, all
other Test Case experiments were carried out in parallel with predictive numerical
modelling by the research teams in the DECOVALEX project so that results from
experiments and predictive numerical modelling could be compared without the
research teams knowing the final experimental results beforehand. Improvement of
numerical models were, therefore, performed interactively with the progress of the
project. Advantages and shortcomings of both experimental designs and numerical
models were explored, and the value of predictive numerical modelling to the planning
and design of future experiments was demonstrated. Based on this experience, new
experiments were proposed for the next stage of the project with the emphasis put on an
active role for the predictive numerical modelling. The combination of properly defined
BMT and TC problems, predicative numerical modelling and experimental data base
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has been proven to be a successful strategy for validation of mathematical models and
computer codes for coupled processes through the DECOVALEX project.

6.2 Major Scientific Findings from Studies of BMT and TC Problems

a) Temperature

The temperature predictions made by the different approaches and computer codes for
all TC or BMT problems with thermal processes involved are very consistent among
themselves and in reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements. The
agreement is better for fractured rocks than that for buffer materials. We may conclude
that the mathematical model for the heat transport equations used in the computer codes
in the DECOVALEX project is a realistic representation of the thermal process in
fractured rocks and buffer materials and can be trusted to produce realistic thermal
results for performance assessments of nuclear waste repositories. The minor
differences observed are generally due to either differences in mesh resolution or
whether thermal convection is taken into account. The latter is not expected to be
significant for fractured rock systems except in the very close vicinity of the heat
source.

b) Stress-deformation (for both isothermal and thermal loading cases')

_ Stress-deformation (strain or displacement) predictions for the rock masses, including
thermal stress induction and volume expression, are quite consistent among the
numerical approaches and codes themselves, and in fairly good qualitative agreement
with experimental data quantitatively. The major source of the discrepancy is the
thermo-mechanical disturbances caused by heat sources or excavation. The agreement
between the numerical predictions and experimental measurements improves as the
distance from the thermo-mechanical sources increases. Near the thermo-mechanical
sources, the discrete approach tends to produce larger displacements than the
continuum approach, due to its ability to allow larger movement along discontinuities.
We may feel confident to use current models and codes for predictions of stress-
deformation behaviour of rock matrix surrounding a nuclear waste repository for design
purposes of excavation and support measures.

The major drawback in the stress-deformation predictions by the current numerical
models used in the DECOVALEX project is the fact that predictions for the aperture
and stress variations across and along rock joints during complex deformation paths are
not in good agreement with the experimental results. This is caused by the lack of
progress in developing more comprehensive and reliable constitutive models for rock
joints, and affects the hydraulic prediction capabilities of numerical codes to a
significant extent.
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c) Hydraulic Field (for both isothermal and thermal loading cases)

Unlike thermal and mechanical results, there are significant discrepancies in hydraulic
results, in pressure heads as well as in flow rates, from one conceptual approach to
another and between models (codes) using the same conceptual approach. The
discrepancies are quantitative if not qualitative, both in time and in space, especially
when a large number of fractures with a complex geometry, like that in BMT3, is
studied.

The reasons for these discrepancies in the fluid flow in fractured rocks are multifold:

• Complete information about the fracture population and geometry for a fractured
rock can never be obtained in detail.

• Some fractures, assumed to be less important, must be deleted to allow a discrete
computational model to be built and run within a reasonable time frame, therefore
changing the fracture connectivity.

• Capability to predict aperture changes by constitutive laws for rock fractures is too
limited currently,

• The conservation laws must be obeyed before and after the fracture network
simplification. This has not been checked in the DECOVALEX project.

• Equivalent material properties of the fractured rocks established through a
homogenization process, for continuum approaches, is valid only over a certain
REV (Representative Elementary Volume). The size of this REV may conflict with
the size of excavation or finite element mesh resolution for a reasonable smoothness
of stress-deformation analysis. For fractured rocks, this REV may not exist at all.

• The homogenization must be made separately for hydraulic flow and stress-
deformation processes and the larger REV between them should be used for the
equivalent continuum. This is not carried out in DECOVALEX.

In general, the geometric simplification procedure used in discrete approaches and
homogenization method used for continuum approaches in the project need to be re-
evaluated. The contribution of the DECOVALEX project is that it has brought this into
focus for further international research efforts.

6.3 Key Scientific Uncertainties Identified

A number of scientific issues containing a higher degree of uncertainty was identified
during the project and requires attention for future research. These key scientific
uncertainties may be summarized as:

• Constitutive models for rock fractures, especially roughness characterization,
effects of gouge production, aperture change prediction and time effects (e.g.
creeping of fractures);
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Constitutive laws of large scale fractures which cannot be tested in laboratory
conditions;
Swelling pressure laws for buffer materials;
Change of mechanical and hydraulic properties of rocks, fractures and buffer
materials under high temperature and over a long duration of time;
Dynamic behaviour and properties of rocks fractures;
Coupled fluid flow and stress-deformation processes in three-dimensional
fractured rocks for discrete element methods;
Homogenization methods for fractured media with more alternative constitutive
theories;
Larger data base for heat convection coefficient for fluid flow through rock
fractures.

6.4 Lessons Learned For Safety and Performance Assessment Of Underground
Nuclear Waste Repositories

The BMTs and TCs defined in the DECOVALEX project cover a wide range of scales
and processes and were studied with a variety of codes and modeling strategies by a
large number of international research teams. This fact alone makes the project valuable
and important to the safety and performance assessment for nuclear waste repositories.
Some of these problems, especially the BMTs, might not have experimental data and
were not really validation exercises, but they were defined carefully so that they were
excellent cases for deepening our understanding of coupled THM processes and of the
capabilities of our numerical modelling tools. Although absolute validation of
mathematical models is not possible, studies performed during the DECOVALEX
project on the different modelling strategies (model conceptions, material assumptions
and representation - constitutive laws, computational algorithms and computer
implementations) were often instructive and useful in assessing the significance of
coupled THM processes in the performance of an underground waste repository. In
addition to the above general observations, the following more concrete lessons learned
may also be listed:

(l)Thermal process in fractured and continuum media is well understood and well
represented by the thermal equations in the models and codes in the DECOVALEX
project. They can be used as a tool for predicting temperature distribution within
and around the repositories for nuclear wastes.

(2)The mechanical process in the fractured rocks, especially stress distribution, is
relatively well understood and may be used for prediction of rock strength around
the repositories. However, the reliability of the calculated displacement fields in the
neighborhood of excavations depends upon the extent of knowledge about the
geometrical distributions and mechanical behaviors of discontinuities around the
excavations for both continuum and discrete approaches and this may or may not be
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available when an analysis is required.

(3)The hydraulic process is still not a well understood process, especially for fractured
rocks, due mainly to the difficulties in adequate representations of fractures, their
connectivity, aperture changes caused by thermo-mechanical and lack of proper
homogenization schemes for continuum analysis. Caution should therefore be taken
when predictive modeling for hydraulic behavior is required. The differences in
hydraulic results from the different models may represent the range of uncertainties
in our capability in predicting fluid flow under hydromechanical processes. More
research is needed in this area.

(4)Many of the basic parameters associated with the fundamental laws and with
geometric features of the fracture medium are not accessible for direct
measurements. New measurement methods, especially in-situ ones, are needed. On
the other hand appropriate models should be developed with a view that the
parameters they use can be directly measured and monitored in situ. These model
parameters may be an averaging or combination of basic parameters.

Given the current state of technology, the gap between the limited potential for
characterizing the fractured medium (i.e., fracture network and its THM properties)
and the need of input parameters for existing models can perhaps be addressed by
limiting the use of "input-intensive" discrete models to small volumes of rocks in
the near field and performing sensitivity studies on the parameters for the far-field
that cannot be easily measured.

(5)Based on the results and experiences from DECOVALEX, we now should put our
effort in learning how to study coupled processes at a real site. In this regard, the
needed level of characterization and data acquisition, as well as the choice of
appropriate modeling approaches for particular regions or problems has to be
carefully investigated. For example, the level of characterization needs not be
uniform over space. One could reasonably expect that the medium's mechanical
behavior is not much affected at large distances from the source of a disturbance,
such as heating or excavation. Characterization of the medium at the far field would
therefore be mainly on the hydraulic properties. The characterization would become
more comprehensive as one approaches the near field, where all THM parameters
are involved. However, for a sustained thermal input, the thermal process may cause
mechanical effects even in the far field, in which case some degree of
characterization of the mechanical properties in the far field is also required, in
particular the mechanical properties of major fracture zones.

The appropriate choice of models is also an important issue. For example, both
discrete and discontinuous approaches appear to be suitable for near field problems,
but an equivalent continuum approach may have great difficulties. This is the region
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with potentially the largest coupled THM effects and fortunately is also the region
more accessible to relatively detailed characterization.

(6)Future scientific work that is necessary to build up our experience and capability on
coupled THM processes for performance assessment of an underground waste
repository was alluded to several times in the foregoing discussions, especially in
the Key Scientific Uncertainties. Some of the scientific topics which need to be
addressed more urgently in continuing work are: i) fundamental or constitutive laws
of hydromechanical behavior of a single fracture, especially regarding to the
changes of conductive aperture during complex deformation paths; ii) representation
of the coupled hydro-mechanical behavior of fracture networks by homogenization
for far-field problems; iii) measuring technology for hydraulic and mechanical
parameters as a function of distances from thermal or mechanical sources of
disturbance; and iv) strategy for choice of models or codes for particular
performance assessment objectives for the near and far-field regions,
respectively.
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The first stage of project DECOVALEX, called DECOVALEX I, is complete. Good
progress was made in this project and the project will continue for its next stage,
DECOVALEX II. From the DECOVALEX I studies, we may draw following project-
level conclusions:

1) The DECOVALEX project has been successful in its effort to bring together a
number of both scientifically sounded and well defined Bench-Mark Tests and Test
Cases for numerical analyses. Broad aspects in repository design and performance
assessment are covered in these problems. The Test Cases are those either completed
recently or ongoing experiments which provide a sound basis to validate the
mathematical models. The Bench-Mark tests are carefully defined to represent the
important aspects of a repository in situ.

2) The results and experiences obtained in these exercise have improved our
understanding of the coupled T-H-M processes in fractured rocks and buffer
materials. They demonstrated our abilities and limitations to simulate these complex
processes and pointed out future research directions with many uncertainties
becoming forefront research subjects in both rock mechanics and hydrogeology.

3) Integration of different geoscience and geoengineering disciplines has been
implemented. The disciplines include: physics, applied mathematics, geohydrology,
hydraulics, engineering geology, soil and rock mechanics, and civil and mining
engineering. The integration of these disciplines are covered in the formulation of
BMTs and TCs, evaluation of models and results, and estimation of uncertainties.
The national waste management agencies are also actively involved in every aspect
of the project.

4) Integration of different numerical methods based on both continuum and
discontinuum approaches has been a special aspect of DECOVALEX and proves to
be very fruitful and educational for both camps. Convergence rather than divergence
appears to be the general trend to these different approaches. This integration is
proved to be a very useful approach to improve the understanding of capabilities,
limitations, and uncertainties in their respective formulations.

5) Some uncertainties and difficulties remain in the project, especially regarding the
constitutive laws for rock fractures, swelling pressure in buffer materials, large scale
computations needed for discrete approaches and homogenization methods for
continuum representation of fractured media. Our present experience shows that the
greatest difficulty lies in the interpretation of physical processes and properties
involved, which causes the major uncertainties in formulation of both the conceptual
and mathematical models.
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6) Recognizing that an ultimate validation against the physical world is impossible to
achieve since the models, codes and physical world are not a closed system, our
aim is the confidence building in our models and codes with respect to the rationality
of the basic assumptions and practical needs. Recognizing also the importance of
models and codes for the design and performance assessments of repositories, the
validation of the models and codes will remain necessary and important for the
radioactive waste repositories until a relatively high level of confidence is achieved.

A great deal of research reports has been produced during DECOVALEX I. Besides
these research reports, a special issue of the International Journal of Rock Mechanics
and Mining Sciences & Geomechanics Abstracts was edited and published to present
the results of DECOVALEX project, with 6 articles, and a book of title "Coupled
thermo-hydro-mechanical processes in fractured media - recent developments of the
DECOVALEX project on nuclear waste isolation" will be edited within the project and
published by Elsevier Publishing Company, Amsterdam, in 1996.

The DECOVALEX II project will continue for three years (Nov., 1995 - October,
1998) with four tasks: i) a shaft sinking project by NIREX at Sellafield involving
coupled H-M process in fractured rocks; ii) an in situ T-H-M experiment of buffer
material surrounded by fractured rocks at Kamaishi Mine, Japan, proposed by PNC; iii)
Review of constitutive models for rock joints; and iv) Preparation of a state-of-science
statements on coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes for safety and performance
assessments of nuclear waste repositories. The objective of this continuous effort is to
apply the mathematical models and computer codes developed and validated during the
DECOVALEX I for large scale field experiments of coupled T-H-M processes for
fractured rocks and engineered buffer materials, and draw up some concluding
statements about the state-of-the-science of the coupled T-H-M processes for safety and
performance assessments of nuclear waste repositories.
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